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Mark schemes

(a)     more than 1 dot in a vertical line
11

(b)     correct equation and substitution 7/39

accept Rf = distance moved by spot C / distance moved by solvent
1

calculation and answer 0.1795
1

answer to 2 significant figures 0.18
1

(c)    

Level 3: The plan would lead to the production of a valid
outcome. All key steps are identified and logically
sequenced.

5-6

Level 2: The plan would not necessarily lead to a valid
outcome. Most steps are identified, but the plan is not
fully logically sequenced.

3-4

Level 1: The plan would not lead to a valid outcome.
Some relevant steps are identified, but links are not
made clear.

1-2

No relevant content 0

Indicative content

•   put dots of known colours, and a dot of the ink on a
pencil line on the chromatography paper.

•   place the bottom of the paper in water, making sure
the start line is above the water

•   leave for solvent to rise up through paper.

•   when solvent near top of paper, remove and leave
to dry.

•   compare positions of dots for known colours with
those from ink

 

6

[10]
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(a)  (wear safety) goggles
allow (wear) safety glasses
allow (wear) eye protection
allow keep ethanol away from flame or in a water bath
allow use tweezers or a glass rod to remove leaf from
ethanol / water

ignore gloves
1

2

(b)  iodine solution
1

(c)  blue-black
1

(d)  separate
1

mobile
1

in this order only

(e)  

allow 0.154545 or correctly rounded answer
1

= 0.15

allow an answer from an incorrect calculation correctly
given to 2 significant figures

1

an answer of 0.15 scores 2 marks

(f)  carotene
1

[8]

(a)  limewater
allow calcium hydroxide solution

1

(which) turns cloudy / milky (when carbon dioxide is added)

must link to limewater
1

3
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(b)  Level 3: The method would lead to the production of a valid outcome. All key steps
are identified and logically sequenced.

5−6

Level 2: The method would not necessarily lead to a valid outcome. Most steps are
identified, but the method is not fully logically sequenced.

3−4

Level 1: The method would not lead to a valid outcome. Some relevant steps are
identified, but links are not made clear.

1−2

No relevant content
0

Indicative content

•   use hydrochloric acid
•   place acid in suitable container e.g. beaker
•   add (a spatula of) magnesium carbonate
•   stir

•   continue adding magnesium carbonate until in excess
•   when solid remains or no more effervescence occurs
•   filter to remove excess magnesium carbonate
•   using filter paper and funnel
•   pour solution into evaporating dish

•   evaporate water till crystallisation point reached
•   using electric heater or Bunsen burner and a water bath
•   leave to cool
•   until crystals form
•   pour off excess water or filter
•   dry crystals in cool oven or with filter paper

[8]

(a)     oxygen/O2

for 1 mark
1

4

(b)     water/H2O

for 1 mark
1

(c)     carbon dioxide/CO2

(if symbols are used they must be correct)

for 1 mark
1
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(d)     gives out

for 1 mark
1

          heat or energy (2 independent marks)

for 1 mark
1

[5]

(a)     (black) copper oxide formed

explanation must be linked to correct observation
1

5

loss in mass is due to carbon dioxide / gas production
1

limewater cloudy shows carbon dioxide produced
1

(b)     (i)      any one from:

ignore references to reactivity

•        (bunsen burner flame) not hot enough (to decompose potassium
carbonate)

accept temperature not high enough (to decompose potassium
carbonate)

•        not all Group 1 carbonates decompose

allow potassium is in Group 1
1

(ii)     potassium carbonate:

(mass) 13.8 g
1

(limewater) colourless

accept no change for colourless

ignore clear
1
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zinc carbonate:

(limewater turns) cloudy
 

Metal
carbonate

Mass after
heating in g

Limewater

Potassium
carbonate

13.8 colourless

Zinc
carbonate

  cloudy

1

[7]

(a)  (boil ethanol) in a water bath
16

(b)  (test) add iodine (solution)
1

(result) blue-black

allow black
allow blue / black
allow dark blue
ignore purple unqualified

1

(c)  solvent moves through paper
1

different pigments have different solubilities in solvent
or
different pigments have different attractions for the paper

1

(and so) are carried different distances
1

allow references to solvent as the mobile phase and
paper as the stationary phase

(d)  any one from:

•   Rf values overlap
    or
    0.20 is within range for two pigments

•   Rf ranges overlap

•   could be chlorophyll b or xanthophyll

•   there may be other pigments (that are not in table 2)
1
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(e)  

1

 
1

(distance moved by substance)
= 0.89 × 140
or
= 0.98 × 140

1

= 125 / 124.6 or 137 / 137.2
1

(from) 125 / 124.6 (mm to) 137 / 137.2 (mm)
1

an answer of (from) 125 / 124.6 (mm to) 137 / 137.2
(mm) scores 5 marks

calculation using an incorrect distance moved by
solvent scores a maximum of 4 marks

(f)  Level 3: Relevant points (reasons / causes) are identified, given in detail and logically
linked to form a clear account.

5−6

Level 2: Relevant points (reasons / causes) are identified, and there are attempts at
logically linking. The resulting account is not fully clear.

3−4

Level 1: Points are identified and stated simply, but their relevance is not clear and
there is no attempt at logical linking.

1−2

No relevant content
0
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Indicative content

•   variation arising from mutations
•   mutations occurring randomly
•   produce a different protein / pigment / enzyme responsible for pigment

production
•   produce if more likely to survive
•   will pass on favourable genes
•   idea of timescale
•   if more light captured, faster rate of photosynthesis
•   increased photosynthesis causes faster growth
•   outcompete neighbouring plants
•   different colours of light have different wavelengths
•   absorbing wider range of wavelengths means more light is absorbed
•   more likely to survive in changing conditions

[18]
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